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Today’s
Objectives

General Background of ADA
Reasonable Accommodations
Serving Patients / Visitors
Discuss regional wins /
challenges
Provide Resources
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Federal
Government
Statistics

26% of adults in the US
(61 million adults) have some type
of disability
 13.7% mobility disability
 10.8% cognition disability
 5.9% with hearing loss
 4.6% with vision loss
(www.cdc.gov/disabilities 2018)
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ADA :
A Brief History

The Americans with Disabilities
Act (ADA) requires that people with
disabilities have the same rights
and opportunities as those without
disabilities. Passed by congress in
1990 (amended in 2008 to include
more populations and to roll-in
Sect. 504 Rehab Act, effective Jan
1st 2009), it prohibits discrimination
against persons with disabilities.
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ADA :
Who is a person
with a disability
under the ADA?

A physical or mental impairment
that substantially limits a major
life activity
Record of such an impairment
Regarded as having such an
impairment
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ADA :
What does
“substantially
limits” mean?

Under the ADA, an impairment that
substantially limits someone in
the performance of a major life
activity requires an individualized
assessment to determine whether
the person can perform activities in
the same manner, conditions, and
duration as most other people in
the general population.
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ADA :
What does “major
life activity”
mean?

Under the ADA, a major life activity
holds a broader definition after
congressional changes in 2008.

It includes caring for oneself,
performing manual tasks, eating,
lifting, bending, learning, reading,
concentrating, communicating,
breathing, sleeping, standing,
speaking….
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ADA :
What does “major
life activity”
mean?

….and also includes the
“operation of a major bodily
function”, such as the functions of
the immune system, normal cell
growth, digestive tract, bowel,
bladder, neurological, respiratory,
circulatory, endocrine…
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ADA :
Are temporary or
short-term
conditions
covered
disabilities?

Temporary or short-term conditions
are not usually considered
disabilities. However the ADA does
extend protections to individuals
with episodic conditions if their
impairment substantially limits a
major life activity when active -EX: cancer in remission,
multiple sclerosis flare up, asthma
exacerbation, migraine syndrome,
sickle cell anemia crisis
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ADA :
Examples of
qualifying physical
or mental
impairments
(individual
assessment still
needed)

Autism
Deafness
Blindness
Cerebral
Palsy
PTSD
OCD
Diabetes
Asthma
HIV/AIDS

Missing Limbs
Epilepsy
Bipolar
Disorder
Major
Depression
Multiple
Sclerosis
Muscular
Dystrophy
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Title I: Requires employers of 15+ employees to provide
reasonable accommodations to qualified applicants or
employees

ADA Titles:
Which one
covers your
business?

Title II: Applies to State and local government entities
Title III: Applies to places of Public Accommodations
(restaurants, schools, hotels, day care, movie theaters,
stores, recreation, healthcare, commercial facilities,
etc.)
Title IV: Telecommunications: TTYs/TDD,
Telecommunications Relay Services, Video Relay Service
Title V: Miscellaneous Provisions, including relationship
of ADA regulations to other laws

Source: https://adata.org/factsheet/ADA-overview
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Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964
- Recipients of federal funds cannot discriminate on basis of race, color
or national origin; failure to provide free language access to LEP is
considered national origin discrimination

Additional
Federal Laws
supplement or
expand the
ADA

 Sect. 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973
- Requires that persons with disabilities have full access to the benefits
of to any program or activity receiving Federal funds (includes schools,
healthcare, social services, housing, etc.); duty to ensure “effective
communication.”
 Sect. 508 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973
- Requires entities to make their electronic and information technology
accessible to people with disabilities; the public must have access to
information comparable to the access available to all others.
Sect. 1557 of the Affordable Care Act (ACA) 2016
- Further strengthens the ADA, gives more specifics of compliance, “fills
in the gaps”
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 Title VI: Provider can select the method of language assistance, no
private right to sue for violations.
 ADA: “Primary consideration” must be given to patient’s preferred
method of communication although providers have discretion,
private cause of action is allowed, legal duty extends beyond the
patient.

How do the
various
regulations
differ?

 Sect. 508: covers technology, phones, internet, copiers/fax/ printers,
DVD/CD content, PDF documents, Television & videotaped
productions, on-line training and website accessibility.
 Sect. 504: covers "any program or activity receiving federal financial
assistance.“ Initial focus was for employment, education & housingADA went on to provide even more protections.
 ACA: Sect. 1557: Adds prohibition of discrimination for race, national
origin, disability, race, age, and sex (the first federal law to prohibit
sex discrimination in healthcare), gives private right to sue for
compensatory damages, gives primary consideration to patients with
sensory loss but not to LEP….violation by one hospital in a system
may extend to the entire system, enforcement by OCR, not DOJ,
these are regulations, not guidance.
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Clearly states and defines some previous “nebulous”
terminology or gaps
• Now requires the use of qualified interpreters

Special note:
Section 1557 of
the Patient
Protection and
Affordable
Care Act

• Significantly restricts use of unqualified, untrained family member and
friends
• Restricts use of minor children for interpretation
• Restricts use of untrained bilingual staff as medical interpreters
• Restricts requiring patients to provide their own interpretation
• Restricts charging patients for language assistance services
• Requires patient/public notices of non-discrimination
• Requires effective communication for LEP or those with a disability

• Requires the provision of auxiliary aids & services
• Requires “reasonable modification” to policies, practices or procedures
as necessary to avoid discrimination (Ex: clinic policies re: cancellations
or late arrivals)

FAQs: https://www.hhs.gov/civil-rights/for-individuals/section-1557/1557faqs/index.html
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DOJ’s BarrierFree
Healthcare
Initiative
(2012)

Through the Barrier-Free Health Care Initiative,
DOJ’s Civil Rights Division and US Attorneys’
offices are targeting their enforcement efforts
on access to medical care and facilities and
focusing on these areas:
1. Effective communication for people who are
deaf or have hearing loss;
2. Physical access to medical care of people
with mobility disabilities; and
3. Equal access to treatment for people who
have HIV/AIDS.

Source: https://www.ada.gov/usao-agreements.htm (several WA State healthcare facility cases linked here)
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ADA: Accommodating
Employees
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ADA :
Reasonable
Accommodations
for Employees

The ADA states that employers
must provide reasonable
accommodations to their disabled
employees.
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ADA :
What is required
for reasonable
accommodation?

It is not enough for an employee to
simply be considered “disabled”
within the meaning of the ADA.
If disabled within the meaning of
the ADA then the individual must be
a “qualified individual with a
disability” (QID).
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This requires TWO STEPS:
ADA :
Who is a
“qualified
individual”
employee with a
disability?

Does the employee have the
requisite education, skills, licenses,
and experience for the job role?
IF yes, THEN can the employee
perform the essential functions of
the job role with reasonable
accommodation?
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ADA :
What are
‘essential
functions’ of a job
role?

Essential functions are defined by
the EMPLOYER, not the
EMPLOYEE:
Is the individual required to perform
the function as part of the job?
Would removal of that job function
fundamentally change the nature of
the job?
Or is it a marginal or infrequent
task? Could someone else easily
perform?
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ADA :
Reasonable
Accommodations
for Employees

 Physical changes
 Installing a ramp or modifying a rest room
 Modifying the layout of a workspace
 Accessible and assistive technologies
 Ensuring computer software is accessible
 Providing screen reader software
 Using videophones to facilitate
communications with colleagues who are
deaf
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ADA :
Reasonable
Accommodations
for Employees

 Accessible communications
 Providing sign language interpreters or
closed captioning at meetings and events
 Making materials available in Braille or
large print
 Policy enhancements
 Modifying a policy to allow a service
animal in a business setting
 Adjusting work schedules so employees
with chronic medical conditions can go to
medical appointments and complete their
work at alternate times or locations
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 Reasonable Accommodations

ADA :
Reasonable
Accommodations
tips –
Best Practices

 Engage Safety personnel, manager and
employee
 Obtain detailed restrictions
 Review essential functions
 Consider job shadow of same title / unit
 Determine if tools or schedule fluctuations
will assist
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 What if employee still cannot perform in
role after reasonable accommodations?

ADA :
Reasonable
Accommodations
tips –
Best Practices

 Begin job search
 Ask employee if any positions they would
be interested in doing
 Look at jobs within the facility
 Workers’ compensation company role
 Case manager role

 Choices for employee after offer
 Accept or decline

 Get legal involved early if risk is high
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 Undue hardship:

ADA :
Reasonable
Accommodations:

 Must have documentation
 Hard to prove for large employers
 Cost $ of accommodation
 Overall financial resources of employer
 Impact of the accommodation on business
operations, including impact on others
 Does the accommodation create threat to
safety and health of employee or others?
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 Jane, a computer specialist, has fibromyalgia and experiences
flare ups of major fatigue and pain affecting her ability to
perform manual tasks such as walking and daily household
chores. She has requested a flexible work schedule and the
ability to work from home which would require the use of a
computer and remote access.

ADA :
Reasonable
Accommodations
Scenario #1

 Are Jane’s requests reasonable?
 Probably. Assuming that Jane’s role as a computer specialist is
one that would allow her to do some work outside the office, the
requests here seem reasonable. In this case, a trained
evaluator in Human Resources would evaluate the business
operations, Jane’s medical needs & the essential functions of
her job to determine whether her requests are reasonable.
 What if Jane’s job was in custodial services? Would her request
for a flexible work schedule and ability to work from home be
reasonable?
 Unlikely. It is more likely that being present on the site on a
regular basis and on a regular schedule are essential job
functions for a custodian. Again, each case must be looked at
individually to determine what is reasonable.
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 John, a receptionist, recently lost most use of his right arm. He
informs his supervisor that performing certain office tasks takes
him much longer with his left hand. His supervisor replied that
John still needs to meet deadlines.
 Did John request an accommodation?

ADA :

 Yes.
 Did the employer engage in the interactive process?

Reasonable
Accommodations
Scenario #2

 No, and by not engaging in the interactive process, the
employer failed to meet its obligations under the ADA.
 Does Juan have to meet the deadlines with or without a
reasonable accommodation?
 Yes, if meeting deadlines is an essential function of his job.
Here, the supervisor should have referred John to Human
Resources to determine what reasonable accommodations
could have assisted him in meeting deadlines. If John could not
meet his deadlines even with reasonable accommodations, then
he may no longer be qualified for the job.
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ADA :
Reasonable
Accommodations
for Staff Members

Myth vs Fact

 Myth: The ADA forces employers to hire
unqualified individuals with disabilities.
 Fact: Applicants who are unqualified for a job
cannot claim discrimination under the ADA.
Under the ADA, to be protected from
discrimination in hiring, an individual with a
disability must be qualified, which means he
or she must meet all requirements for a job
and be able to perform its essential functions
with or without reasonable accommodations.

Source: https://www.dol.gov/odep/pubs/fact/ada.htm
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 Myth: Under the ADA, employers must give
people with disabilities special privileges, known
as accommodations.

ADA :
Reasonable
Accommodations
for Staff Members

Myth vs Fact

 Fact: Reasonable accommodations are intended
to ensure that qualified individuals with
disabilities have rights in employment equal —
not superior — to those of individuals without
disabilities. A reasonable accommodation is a
modification to a job, work environment or the
way work is performed that allows an individual
with a disability to apply for a job, perform the
essential functions of the job, and enjoy equal
access to benefits available to other individuals in
the workplace.

Source: https://www.dol.gov/odep/pubs/fact/ada.htm
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ADA :
Reasonable
Accommodations
for Staff Members

Myth vs Fact

 Myth: The ADA is frequently misused by people
with vague complaints or diagnoses.
 Fact: If an individual files a complaint of
discriminatory treatment, denial of
accommodation or harassment under the ADA
and does not have a condition that meets its
definition of disability, the complaint is
dismissed. While claims by people with false or
minor conditions may get considerable media
attention, the reality is that these complaints are
usually dismissed.

Source: https://www.dol.gov/odep/pubs/fact/ada.htm
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 Myth: Under the ADA, an employer cannot fire
an employee who has a disability.

ADA :
Reasonable
Accommodations
for Staff Members

Myth vs Fact

 Fact: Employers can fire workers with disabilities
under three conditions:
• The termination is unrelated to the disability or
• The employee does not meet legitimate
requirements for the job, such as performance or
production standards, with or without a
reasonable accommodation or
• Because of the employee's disability, he or she
poses a direct threat to health or safety in the
workplace.

Source: https://www.dol.gov/odep/pubs/fact/ada.htm
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ADA :

 Human Resources is the contact for employees who
may have a disability and need reasonable
accommodations.

Reasonable
Accommodations
for Staff Members

 It is the employee’s responsibility to make a
request for reasonable accommodation. There
are no magic words the employee has to say to be
considered a request.

Ultimately, if an employee requests accommodation
or appears to be in need of an accommodation, the
responsibility of the manager is to refer the employee
to HR for help.
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FREE OF
CHARGE

ADA:
Accommodating
Patients and
Visitors
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Basic introduction:
Preview

Physical access, providing
effective communication,
service animals, etc. in
healthcare facilities
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ADA :
Auxiliary
(Assistive) Devices

Patients / Visitors

 Auxiliary Aids and Services
 Effective Communication Provisions
 Who decides what is needed?
 Combining aids for optimal support –
sharing best practice

See: ADA Requirements for Effective Communication
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Step 1: Identifying communication
needs for patients and visitors.
How can we provide
effective
communication?

Not only must we identify these needs, we
should document them so we can
consistently provide the necessary services.
This can be done with some kind of initial and
recurring screening assessment.
ADA regulations state that a provider should
conduct an assessment of each individual
with a communication related disability to
determine the type of auxiliary aid that is
appropriate. 28 C.F.R. § 36.303©(1)(ii).
36
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Step 2:
Identifying
need for, &
provision of,
Auxiliary Aids
& Services
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Auxiliary Aids
and Services
also include:

Notetakers
Real-time computer-aided
transcription services
(CART)
Written materials
Exchange of written notes
Open & closed captioning
Videotext displays
Accessible electronic and
information technology
Qualified readers
Taped text
Audio recordings/audio files
Hearing aid compatible
phones
Captioned & amplified
phones
Video Relay Service

Brailed materials and
displays
Screen reader software
Magnification software
Optical readers
Large print materials
Assistive listening systems
Secondary Auditory
Programs -SAP
(auxiliary audio channel for
analog television that can be
broadcast or transmitted
both over-the-air and by
cable television)
Voice, text & video-based
telecommunication products
& systems including TTY’s,
captioned phones,
videophones, etc.
And, of course, interpreters…

Source: ADA National Network: https://adata.org/faq/what-kinds-auxiliary-aids-and-services-are-required-ada-ensure-effective-communication
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Factors to
consider:
Determining the
type of Auxiliary
Aid for effective
communication

1) What is the method of communication
used by the individual (e.g., ASL,
Signed Exact English, Tactile, Oral
interpreter, etc.)?
2) How lengthy is the communication?
3) How complex is the communication?
4) What is the nature of
the communication?
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Populations
Covered
under the
ADA:
Patients,
Companions
and Visitors
under Title III

The ADA Effective Communication
Requirement covers Patients and
“Companions.” 28 C.F.R. § 36.3039(c).

A patient’s companion who is deaf, deafblind or hard of hearing may have his or her
own independent need for effective
communication that is different from the
patient. Therefore, a separate assessment
will be needed and potentially multiple
other auxiliary aids and services required.
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Step 3:
Providing
Interpretation

Provide a “qualified” interpreter, one who has the ability to
“interpret effectively, accurately and impartially, both
receptively and expressively, using any necessary
specialized vocabulary, terminology and phraseology.”
This should be validated in some manner through
certification, testing, assessment, training, etc.
A qualified interpreter for a person with sensory loss can
include sign language interpreters, cue language and oral
transliterators, and is not simply limited to ASL. Persons
with sensory loss have different needs that must be met to
assure effective communication and to assure equal access
to federally funded programs.
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Step 3:
Providing
Interpretation

The person with sensory loss has primary consideration
regarding the choice of aid or service for effective
communication. You must meet this need or find an equal
substitution for their preferred accommodation, and
consultation with the person with disabilities is paramount.

If you use video interpretation, be aware of new ACA: Sect.
1557 standards & requirements
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You cannot use untrained staff as medical interpreters they must also be “qualified” and validated in some
manner.

“No-No’s” for
Interpretation

You cannot use adult family members and friends a
medical interpreters Exception: If there is an emergency involving an
“imminent threat to the safety or welfare of the LEP
patient where no qualified interpreter is immediately
available”.
You cannot use minor children as medical interpreters
(with the same exception as above)
During exception periods, only use for a limited time
until a qualified interpreter or an effective alternative is
available; document all attempts to obtain interpreter and
all alternative means of communication.
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Limitations of
Video-Remote
Interpretation
(VRI)

VRI cannot be used with sign language if the patient
has vision loss, cognitive disabilities or if patient is not
literate in sign language.
VRI should not be used if patient is under the
influence, has mental illness, is experiencing a complex
medical and/or traumatic event.
The physical limitations of the individual must be taken
into consideration – can the person view the screen
effectively?

VRI is not effective if multiple people are talking in the
same room or there is much noise and distraction in the
environment
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 Required

Additional
Requirements

to provide translation for “vital
documents” (i.e. large print, braille, audio
format).
Required to use “qualified” translators
when translating written content either
in paper or electronic format.
All Language and Aids & Services must
be FREE OF CHARGE, provided in a
timely manner, and confidential.
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Common
Questions
about
Interpretation
Services

What if the patient’s family
member/companion states that they are a
certified interpreter and want to do the
interpretation themselves?
Even if the companion is a certified/qualified
interpreter, it is a conflict of interest to interpret
for a friend or relative. The DSHS and national
NCIHC Code of Conduct and Code of Ethics
distinctly state that this is not allowed.
It is hard to be impartial, and it creates a different
dynamic in the encounter. The patient would be
better served by having the companion help with
advocacy, taking notes and filling in information
for the patient.
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What if no qualified interpreter is available for
the patient?

Common
Questions
about
Interpretation
Services

Try all interpreter modalities first: in-person, telephonic
and VRI. Pre-planning is essential! Preschedule a
telephonic interpreter in advance, if possible.
DO NOT reschedule a patient’s appointment- this is
discrimination. Document all attempts to obtain a
qualified interpreter and the results. Try using
alternative communication if available. You may
contact the patient to ask for communication
suggestions. Only reschedule if the patient requests
this.
If you must use a companion or alternate
communication for interpretation, follow up at earliest
convenience with a qualified interpreter to recap the
medical information and next steps. You may need to
call the patient at home with an interpreter or with VRS.
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ADA :
Physical
Accommodations
Patients / Visitors

See: ADA Accessibility Standards for buildings and sites
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 See: ADA Checklist for Existing Facilities

ADA :
Physical
Accommodations
Accessible Signage:

Patients / Visitors
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Out of reach dispensers and controls (soap & paper towel dispensers,
hand sanitizers, coat hooks, etc.)
No turning spaces for wheelchairs or clear floor spaces; trash cans or
other objects in door maneuvering clearances
Door closer forces and closing speeds

Most
Common
Barriers in
Healthcare
Facilities

Raised letter and braille signage (either not provided or wrong
mounting height)
Toilet room mirror height
Inaccessible specimen cabinets, or ones with “self-closing” door
Objects stored on the accessible sections of counters
Protruding objects: telephones, water fountains, standing signage
Lack of signature guide or template for document signing
Lack of navigation assistance within healthcare environment
Lack of digital accessibility
Untrained staff who aren’t aware of why and how they should provide
assistance
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 See: Changes in Service Animals – WA State
effective January 1st, 2019

ADA :
Service Animal
Patients / Visitors

 Limits definition of “Service Animal”
 Definitions limited to:
 Dogs and miniature horses
 Individually trained to do work or
perform tasks directly related to
owners disability
 Imposes fine for misrepresenting an
animal as a service animal
See also: NW Service and Assistance Animals FAQs
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Accessible
Medical
Diagnostic
Equipment

ADA, ACA and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act require health
care providers to provide individuals with disabilities full and equal
access to their health care services and facilities.
New standards for accessible Medical Diagnostic Equipment
(MDE Standards) came into effect on February 8, 2017.
All medical diagnostic equipment must be designed to be used by
patients while using a wheelchair, in a standing or seated position
or in a supine, prone or side-lying position

This entails provision of transfer supports, lift compatibility,
transfer surface and space, ramps, weight scales for wheelchairs,
wheelchair blood draw station, ophthalmology chair on
sliders, etc.

Source: https://adata.org/factsheet/accessiblemedical-diagnostic-equipment
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• Rule does not cover personal devices or positioning aids – diagnostic
equipment only.
• Some types of equipment don’t have accessibility features

Accessible
Medical
Diagnostic
Equipment

• You must have an alternative method that provides the same standard
of care for the patient. Note: Hospital patients are usually prone –
outpatients are generally seated.
• Note: many imaging tables do not meet accessibility standards so must
be supplemented with lifts, transfer equipment, etc.
• Assess patients during scheduling to assure that methods will
accommodate during the procedure
• Where equipment is not critical to care or use for positioning, you may ask
the patient his or her preference and provide care in the patient’s
wheelchair or scooter.
• Standard does not address clear floor space for transfers, or where to
store and how to retrieve lift equipment.
• Create policy on medical imaging, diagnostic and therapeutic procedures
to ensure effective practices and avoid discriminatory practices; create a
process to assess your equipment.
(Sutter Health: “Putting Accessible Medical Equipment in Place,” National ADA Symposium, 6/2018.)
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Common
Questions for
Accessible
Medical
Equipment

 Is it OK to examine a patient who uses a
wheelchair in the wheelchair, because the
patient cannot get onto the exam table
independently?
 Generally no. Examining a patient in their
wheelchair usually is less thorough than on the
exam table, and does not provide the patient equal
medical services.
What is important is that a person with a disability
receives equal medical services to those received
by a person without a disability. If the examination
does not require that a person lie down (for
example, an examination of the face), then the
exam table is not important to the medical care
and the patient may remain seated.
From: Steven Gordon, “Equal Access to Health Care Services for Individuals with Disabilities,” 8/29/18.
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Common
Questions for
Accessible
Medical
Equipment

Can I tell a patient that I cannot treat her
because I don’t have accessible medical
equipment?
Generally no. You cannot deny service to a
patient whom you would otherwise serve
because she has a disability. You must
examine the patient as you would any
patient. In order to do so, you may need to
provide an accessible exam table, an
accessible stretcher or gurney, or a patient
lift, or have enough trained staff available
who can assist the patient to transfer.

From: Steven Gordon, “Equal Access to Health Care Services for Individuals with Disabilities,” 8/29/18.
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Accessible
Technology

Patients with disabilities face barriers from the point of first contact
when trying to use a website or an app or when presented with
keyboard-only access. Patients with vision loss may use a screenreading software or a patient with physical disabilities may need
assistive technology to utilize a website.

The ADA guidelines for web accessibility are not complete and still
evolving, but they are still covered by Title III and Web Content
Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG 2.0) are being used as the ‘default”
guide until the DOJ completed the final release of technical
standards for web accessibility. Meanwhile we are required to
remove barriers from our websites right now and litigation has
already recently escalated around the country.
WCAG 2.0 require a written transcript and captioned videos so that
deaf individuals can still engage with these mediums and that
“equivalent alternative text” has to be included for images for
people with vision loss have appropriate description of the image.
Source: https://www.w3.org/WAI/standards-guidelines/wcag/
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• Lack of compatibility with screenreader, dictation and
magnification software and lack of interacting ability with mobile
app, kiosks or websites
• Design and layout of website – insufficient contrast between text
& background colors, inability to see the hyperlinks displayed in
certain colors, etc. or conveying content only by color coding

Barriers to
Digital
Accessibility

• No alternative text provided for images, graphics or charts
• Content which doesn’t allow adjustment by font, size or color
contrast
• Flashing visual content that can trigger seizures

• Keyboard or mouse access only – no ability to use assistive
technology to engage with the website.
• No captioning for video, audio formats.
Note: Phone access an alternative to web access has not been
accepted by the courts to date
(Essential Accessibility, www.essentialaccessibility.com/resources; Taylor, Barry, et al., “Websites &
the ADA: A Legal Update,” National ADA Symposium, 6/2018.)
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Elements for Successful ADA Compliance
 Understand the ADA and how it relates to health care providers.
 Designate an ADA Coordinator for the provider, who has sufficient
authority within the organization to ensure compliance.

Most
Important
ADA
Resource:
ADA.gov

 Train staff who have direct contact with the public on the
requirements of the ADA and on how to use equipment that
supports individuals with disabilities.
 Develop a process within the organization to handle ADA
Accommodation requests that include communication with
individuals with disabilities to ascertain their needs.
 Ensure easy access to auxiliary aids, including sign language
interpreters, for staff.

 Review ADA compliant architectural access and accessible
examination equipment.
 Document clearly when dealing with ADA issues.
 Manage effective grievance procedure for ADA issues.

 Assess and monitor ADA compliance.
From: Steven Gordon, “Equal Access to Health Care Services for Individuals with Disabilities,” 8/29/18.
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More Stories?
WINS
CHALLENGES
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 https://www.ada.gov/
 https://www.ada.gov/pubs/adastatute08.htm
 https://www.ada.gov/regs2010/titleIII_2010/titleIII_2010_regulations.pdf
 https://www.access-board.gov/guidelines-and-standards/buildings-andsites/about-the-ada-standards/ada-standards/single-file-version#a4

More
Resources

 https://www.legalmatch.com/law-library/article/ada-accommodationlawyers.html
 https://www.dol.gov/general/topic/disability/ada
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0hQNZbfpzB0
 https://adata.org/factsheet/accessible-medical-diagnostic-equipment
 https://www.ada.gov/medcare_ta.htm
 https://www.ada.gov/hospcombr.htm
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